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In this article, I wanted to express my feelings about the people who make fun on others. This thing
sometimes makes the relationships ruin. I think on this earth every next person is such like this that
he makes fun on others. I mean to say that with this act what he wanted to show or express. Many
of them do this to impress the people standing beside them. Most of the people do this in order to
show them superior. Many people think that only they are perfect in this world and others are not.
This is written in many books that we are no one to judge any one.

This is the story of our group that we were four friends. We were all together in the college, and then
we co incidentally got together in the University. There was one of our friends who was some other
section, but when he saw that our section is same then he also joined us in the same section. Once
upon a time we were playing some sort of game in the garden then one man start making fun on us.
Actually, we were not used to play that game. Anyway, we were playing so suddenly one group
started to stair on us and then they also started to laugh on us. I personally did not find this good
and I just went in front of them and then we my group and there group started to fight.

All the security members came and then we were called in an office in front of director. The director
was so much angry and then we asked for the sorry. When we came back into the class, then one
man came and then he hit my friend, so badly on his head that his head started to bleed. I was not
there in the spot and I was actually informed by others later. I soon took him to the hospital and then
I was very much angry on the person who hit my friend. Our entire class fellow came in to the
hospital, everybody was in anger. This story continued till one year. I just meant to say that what we
get result in the end of this that head got injured of our friend for just one of the reason that they
made fun on us. Most of the people came after this incident to us and they made us understand that
we should not have done this all and we should have ignored them. But this is not so much easy.

I still do not understand that why people actually make fun on others and why they do not think that
the next person is not feeling this good. After one month when everything was just fine, I went tin to
the restaurant and there I saw one kid doing something on his laptop and some of his friends were
making fun of him. I just went there and then I asked to that kid that may I help you, so then in the
end I just helped him by contacting with college essay writing because this writing service provide
original essays. When I was helping him then I came to remember about my friend whatever has
happened to us in the University.
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Tiffany Parker - About Author:
Sometime a college essay writing becomes a headeque for students. In this case we must
recommend you to consult with a Original essays writing company like originalessaywriting.com.
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